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Abstract

Introduction

Research demonstrates the importance patients ascribe to understanding
the meaning of their disease in the context of their lives. Simultaneously,
patients express a need to be understood by persons surrounding them,
including healthcare professionals. This article aims to gain insight in the
process of understanding of chronic disease and the phases experienced
by a woman with a chronic disease. The process of understanding that she
experiences, consists of three phases. The first phase occurs when she relates
to the ‘strangeness’ that has entered her life. An illness is a strange, disorienting experience that draws a person – who suddenly becomes a patient – out
of the familiar world. The article shows that the existential tension that is
experienced, can enhance understanding. The second phase starts when
she searches for knowledge about her illness, either by conversations
with experts or written information to be found on the internet and other
sources. The third phase is dialogical: the patient is being acknowledged in
her authority by someone else, a health practitioner. This article explores
the three phases of understanding by reflecting upon one narrative account.
From there, ‘petite generalizations’ may be possible. Relevance for theory
on processes of understanding is discussed.

Health can be regarded as ‘homelike being in the world’ (Ahlzen, 2011),
a situation that one has become used to. One’s routines are clear, coherent and feel familiar. When a person is confronted with a severe chronic
disease, the familiar lifeworld with its routines, rhythms and meanings are
challenged. A sudden interruption or slowly emerging situation introduces
a ‘strangeness’. Initially, this can cause feelings of confusion and fear. After
a while, in general, people actively try to understand the strangeness that
has entered their lives. They interpret and respond to an experience that
has interrupted their lives. This has consequences for how they perceive
themselves, their lives and the world around them. People who experienced
critical events often report that the event made them see themselves in a
new way (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1995; Stull, 1999). This kind of understanding, as a process of ‘meaning-making’, is of great value for patients in the
process of recovery (Frank 2002, 2010). Studies report on the importance of
another kind of understanding as well: the process the attainment of knowledge about one’s disease by acquiring information (Harding et al, 2008).
A third kind of understanding concerns finding ways of dealing with the
disease in interaction with the physician. This requires a dialogue, in which
the perspectives of the physician, who brings in expert knowledge, and that
of the patient, who presents experiential knowledge, come together (Oeseburg & Abma, 2006; Caron-Flinterman, 2005). This dialogical understanding
has been elaborated in hermeneutic philosophy (Widdershoven, 1999). This
article aims to explore how a chronic patients’ understanding develops. We
will investigate how a patient with a chronic illness experiences the various
kinds of understanding mentioned above, and show that her process of understanding can be characterized as three phases. We start by describing a
hermeneutic philosophical perspective on understanding and relate it to the
context of health and illness. Then the method of the article is presented.
Subsequently, we will explore the phases of understanding of one clinical
narrative of a woman who had several cardiac incidents in depth.
The paper does not aim to develop a procedure or ‘method’ for understanding in order to generalize it to people with a chronic disease. Instead,
we aim to clarify the process of understanding that one single patient goes
through as a single case study (Abma & Stake, forthcoming). From there,
‘petite generalizations’ may be possible (Stake, 1995). This means the reader may recognize features that can be meaningful to his or her context and
benefit from them. In addition we aim to enrich theory with the insights this
case provides. Hence, the article follows an empirical ethics approach, in
that it implies a process of practical and situational learning (Widdershoven
et al, 2009).

Keywords: understanding, hermeneutic philosophy, chronically ill, patientpractitioner relationship, narratives, moral competence.

Hermeneutic philosophy
Theoretically, the paper is grounded in hermeneutic philosophy. The primary concern of hermeneutics is the philosophy of understanding. From a
hermeneutic perspective, understanding is a process of meaning-making.
To understand is to grasp, to hear, get, catch, or comprehend the mean-
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ing of something’ (Schwandt 1999, p.452). Understanding is not the result
of a methodology. Instead, it can be seen as a way of ‘being in the world’
(Schwandt 1999).
According to Gadamer, understanding starts when we experience a
break-down (Gadamer, 1975, p.160; Gadamer, 2004, p.182). The need for
understanding arises when we experience something which ‘interrupts the
ordinary, taken for granted aspects of existence’ (McManus Holroyd 2007,
p.2). When something happens which we do not expect, or someone gives
an answer which is not in line with our preconceived ideas, our view of the
world is challenged, and the question of meaning comes to the fore. How
can we make sense of the strange event or response? As long as the situation is familiar, events are experienced within a natural frame of meaning.
When someone is confronted with something unfamiliar, like an illness,
one experiences a tension between the unfamiliar and the familiar. Illness
is an example of an experience that may cause a tension between oneself
and one’s world. The hermeneutic task is not covering up this tension by attempting an assimilation, but, Gadamer argues, ‘consciously bringing it out’
(1975, p.273). Dissolving the tension between what is strange and familiar is
one of the characteristics of the process of understanding.
When we are confronted with new and unexpected experiences, we
try to find an explanation, which may help us to make sense of the strange
situation. In order to explain the situation, we may turn to texts and narratives, which enable us to place the strange event in a natural or moral order.
Thus, an illness can be explained as a consequence of disturbance of natural processes (either in the classical sense of a disturbance of body fluids, or
more modern, as a disturbance in organ functioning), or as a consequence
of improper behavior (either in the classical sense of a sin against God’s
commands, or in the modern sense of unhealthy behavior, such as smoking). Texts and narratives offer us a new perspective on the situation, and
thus enable us to make sense of it.
The process of changing one’s perspective is also at work when we are
confronted with an unexpected reaction of another person. When another
person responds in an unexpected way, we are urged to come and see her
point of view, see the world through her eyes. According to Gadamer, the
process of widening one’s own point of view is dialogical. Through dialogue,
people articulate, explore, interpret, ‘test’ and transform their experiences.
This does not happen intentionally, but occurs in and through conversation. This means we cannot control or influence understanding deliberately.
We can however, be open to understanding, by listening to the other and
being prepared to move into a shared dimension of meaning. The process
of dialogical understanding is based upon the tradition of the interpreter
(the one who understands). Given our tradition and history, we have certain
prejudices and bring them into dialogue. ‘(…)The prejudices of the individual, far more than his judgments, constitute the historical reality of his being’
(Gadamer, 1975, pp. 245). Prejudices can be seen as pre-understandings of
the world, structures of meaning that we always carry with us (Freeman,
2011). Understanding involves sorting out prejudices that we become aware
of when we are confronted with something that is unfamiliar to us. In every
polarity of something familiar and something strange, a potential for understanding is present. From this in-between position, understanding can grow.
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This does not imply that ‘old’ assumptions will simply be replaced by new
ones. The old horizon is not changed for a new one. Instead, in the process
of understanding, ‘a fusion of horizons’ takes place (Gadamer, 1975).
We may conclude that philosophical hermeneutics distinguishes various
kinds of understanding, which are mutually related. Understanding starts
with a breakdown of expectations, shaking one’s presuppositions, and
challenging one’s point of view. The experience of something strange and
unfamiliar invokes attempts to make sense of the situation by referring to
texts and narratives which may explain what has happened. Texts and stories may offer new points of view, and may help to widen one’s perspective.
This dialogical process is experienced prominently in interactions with other
people. According to Gadamer, dialogical understanding leads to a new and
common way of viewing the world, a merger of perspectives.

Case
In order to get more insight in the process of understanding, we will explore
the experiences of a patient and elaborate how her particular experiences
can be interpreted. We will present and analyse a case, selected from a
descriptive qualitative study which examined perspectives of patients with a
cardiovascular disease on psychosocial care. The qualitative study consisted
of 24 in-depth interviews with cardiovascular patients. The particular case
was chosen because of the importance the respondent ascribed to ‘understanding’ and ‘being understood’, and its learning potential (Stake, 2004;
Abma & Stake, forthcoming). The case concerns an in-depth interview with
a female respondent in her early forties.
In the following we present a narrative account of the case, based on the
interview. The interview was conducted by the first author at the respondent’s home and lasted for 2,5 hours. After the interview, a transcript was
made. The researchers’ first interpretation of the transcript was primarily
focused on themes concerning the improvement of psychosocial care. This
first interpretation has been sent to the respondent with the question whether she had any remarks. This appeared not to be the case. The respondent
agreed with the interpretation.
For this article, the first and second author again analysed the transcript
of the interview time, following an interpretative narrative analysis approach (Riessman, 2008). Interpretative narrative analysis can be described
as a technique that seeks to interpret the ways in which people perceive reality, make sense of their worlds, and perform social actions (ibid). The purpose is to see how respondents make sense of the flow of experience. The
analysis consisted of four steps. First, the transcript was read several times
until a pattern emerged that informed us about main themes and events of
the narrator. Subsequently, the transcript was coded. Through open coding,
the researchers searched in more depth for themes and events that relate
to the main question. We were sensitive for frequently used words, phrases
related to key terms of the research question and expressions about the
identity of the respondent and her relationships to other persons, for instance her children and cardiologist. During this step, the researchers were
attentive for what is unsaid (silences) and moments of uncertainty. Next, a
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draft of the interpretation of the respondent’s narrative was written by the
first and second author. The authors discussed how to include narrative
elements (time, space, beginning, middle, end) and the balance between
themes in the original data (transcript) and the draft.
The interpretation was member checked with the respondent by asking her: does what we have written make sense to you? Does this account
justice to your experience? Were aspects of your experience omitted? A
conversation between the first author and the respondent followed. The
respondent agreed with the text and the narrative presented below.

-ARGAS NARRATIVE
Marga** is relatively young when she suffers several heart attacks. She is
in her early forties and lives with her second husband and two sons and a
daughter, aged 6, 9 and 11 in a big city in the Netherlands. She works parttime as an administrative assistant in an office.
Marga tells the first cardiac insult happens in 2005 when she is home, sitting
at her computer. Her hand suddenly doesn’t move. She thinks it is just a
muscle, but soon her chest starts to hurt and she can’t breathe. Everything
then goes fast: @;T=HIS IS NO GOOD ITS NOT HYPERVENTILATION ITS A HEART ATTACK
She tells one of her sons: @;W=ILL YOU GET DADDY PLEASE BECAUSE THIS IS GOING
WRONG Shortly after that, the police and ambulance arrive. The ambulance
crew says they have never seen anything like it, and bring her to the university medical center. In the meantime, the police stays at home, with Marga’s
children. Whilst Marga’s son’s are relatively calm about the situation, the
police has to comfort Marga’s daughter who is terribly upset by what happened to her mother.
The medical staff in the hospital where Marga arrives, tell they can’t find
anything wrong so she is transferred to a regional hospital immediately. The
next day, while Marga is still in the hospital, she has another heart attack.
Marga is very calm after this second incident: @PANICKING WONT HELP she
explains. Nevertheless, later on she admits to having been scared, not for
herself but for her children’s sake – not to be able to help them grow up. As
tubes and machines around Marga scare her children, her doctor proposes
to have a talk with them about all that is happening; @;H=E EXPLAINED IT TO
THEM IN A GOOD CHILD LIKE WAY
It was only after her cardiologist had been in touch with colleagues
abroad, that he realizes they are looking at coronary vasospasm. @)M SUP
POSED TO HAVE A SERIOUS CONDITION However, what makes the most impression on Marga is that @THEY SAID )D NEVER BE ABLE TO WORK AGAIN AND THAT IT
WAS A DISEASE )D NEVER GET RID OF
At the time, Marga works as an administrative assistant in a local office.
She loves her work and especially the social contacts with her colleagues.
She wants to do anything to go back to work, it means @THE WORLD to her. At
home, things are quite different. She is married to a man with an alcohol
problem. Marga’s days are long and filled with activities: she takes care of
the house, the children, her work and she leads an active social life with
regular visits to a sport school. After her first cardiac insults, when she is
back at home, her husband tells her he @SUFFERED SO MUCH BECAUSE HE HAD TO
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TAKE CARE OF THE CHILDREN ALL THE TIME He feels sorry for himself, being unemployed and Marga tells he @USED MY HEALTH SITUATION AS AN EXCUSE NOT TO lND
WORK Marga’s mother and her befriended colleagues help her with doing
groceries, cleaning the house and taking care of the children. Marga’s children respond differently to her health situation. Especially Marga’s daughter
has difficulty with the situation and this concerns Marga a lot. @!S LONG AS )
AM OKAY MY DAUGHTER IS OKAY
Some weeks after her discharge from the hospital, strong feelings
surface. Marga can barely do anything and feels she has been transformed
from an active, sporty person into a tired ‘wreck’. Before her heart attack,
her days were hectic. Marga would get up early in the morning and do all
the things that had to be done, ironing, grocery shopping, cleaning, bringing the children to school, working, picking up the children, cooking, sport
and continuing if necessary, ignoring her body and she went to bed very
late. Her life has changed radically. Now, she is only able to walk from the
living room to the bathroom: @ON THE TOILET ) CRIED FROM EXHAUSTION AND DIDNT
KNOW HOW ) WOULD BE ABLE TO GET BACK TO THE COUCH AGAIN WHERE ) SPEND MY
DAYS She receives some help from a nurse at home. Marga’s mother brings
a strolling device and Marga uses it to walk around a bit. Feeling disappointed and aggressive, she wonders: @;W=HY ;ME= AND NOT SOMEONE ELSE
Marga quickly learns that nobody can answer the question why she got her
disease. @.OBODY CAN TELL WHY SOME PEOPLE GET IT AND OTHERS DONT NOT EVEN MY
CARDIOLOGIST Only in hindsight and after several years, she knows excessive
stress and her strong will have probably been an important factors, but at
the time she wasn’t aware of it.
In the seven months after the first insults, Marga is admitted to the hospital five times because of recurrent symptoms. She attends a cardiovascular rehabilitation program that primarily consists of physical exercises under
guidance of specially trained physical therapists. Her colleagues bring her to
rehabilitation twice a week: @;R=EALLY GREAT 4HEN ) SAID @) TRULY WILL TRY TO COME
BACK ;TO WORK= @ During her rehabilitation, Marga goes through an uncertain phase of experimenting with different kinds and amounts of medicine.
This is challenging because of the lack of standard treatment for people
with coronary vasospasm.
In 2006, a year after her cardiac incidents, Marga divorces her husband.
This decision brings her and her children peace and rest. Marga wants
to stay in the house, whilst her ex-husband moves into an apartment in
the neighborhood. The children visit him every week. Although not ideal,
Marga’s situation is relatively stable, there are no new cardiac incidents as
long as she rests and takes her medication. Marga also adjusts her lifestyle,
for example her diet. She still is unable to work, something she regrets very
much. It feels that she is not living a ‘NORMAL’ life.
In 2007, a year after she divorced her ex-husband, Marga meets a man
whom she eventually marries. They date for two years and in the spring of
2008 Marga decides to move in with him. Marga and her children sell the
house they have been living in for more than seven years. Although Marga
is certain of her future with her fiancée and the decision to move, the impact
of the move is huge. To her, it feel as if she ‘LEFT EVERYTHING THAT BELONGED
TO HER AND HER CHILDREN’ to start a new life. Instead, she gains ‘SOMETHING
BEAUTIFUL BUT IT FELT LIKE ) HAD TO REBUILD MY WHOLE LIFE AGAIN ) LEFT MY HISTORY’.
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In Marga’s eyes this results in a relapse in the spring of 2008. This leads to
new admissions because of recurrent signs of a cardiac incident. Fortunately no new cardiac incidents occur, but the fear for a new incident is
constantly present.
This setback evokes feelings and questions similar to those during her
first cardiac incidents: @WHY AM ) ALWAYS TIRED AND WHAT ARE THE SIDE EFFECTS OF
MY MEDICINE Her relapse brings about a strong desire to investigate the
workings of medicine and the nature of her disease. Marga does not rest
before knowing the working of every medicine prescribed to her. @;/=NLY THEN
CAN ) ACCEPT IT x 4HIS WAS VERY IMPORTANT ;TO ME=  ) WANTED TO KNOW EVERY
THING ) REALLY DIGGED DEEP AND THAT PROVIDED ME WITH A SENSE OF SECURITY x !LL
) WANTED WAS TO LEAD A LIFE AS NORMAL AS POSSIBLE In this process of trial and
error, Marga discovers her need for regularity and a daily routine. To help her
maintain a balance, she sets fixed times for getting up, taking her medication and resting. At this time, the internet becomes an important source of
information. It becomes indispensable in her search for information, testing
and evaluation of her experiences and knowledge on her disease and way of
life.
Marga feels understood by her cardiologist: @-Y CARDIOLOGIST ALWAYS SMILES
AT ME WHEN ) COME IN HE ALWAYS ASKS @AND DID YOU lND SOMETHING NEW )
APPRECIATE IT A LOT THAT HE UNDERSTANDS WHAT ) BRING IN ALSO BECAUSE HE IS NOT SO
FAMILIAR WITH THIS DISEASE AS ) AM Her cardiologist learns from and uses her
information and shares it with other cardiologists. He respects her experiences, thoughts, concerns and decisions concerning her health. At some
point, he urges her to come to the hospital as soon as she feels pain and
vessel contractions. But Marga explains to him that resting at home is better
for her: @-Y CARDIOLOGIST ALWAYS TELLS ME h9OU SHOULD COME IMMEDIATELYv BUT
) WONT 7HEN ) LAY DOWN IN BED AFTER A DAY THE PAIN WILL DISSOLVE )M OKAY
WITH THAT 7HEN ) GO TO THE HOSPITAL ) WOULD HAVE TO ENTER THE ENTIRE ADMISSION
PROCEDURE AGAIN )N THE END A WEEK IS LOST WITHOUT GETTING ANY FURTHER At first,
Marga’s doctor is surprised by her perspective. After a while he learns that
Marga is capable of estimating what is right for her and he accepts this. He
admires her for her positive attitude and sees her as an example for others.
He says to her: @;T=HE WAY YOU DO ALL THIS RESEARCH IS AMAZING
Next to sharing her information with her doctor, Marga supports fellowpatients by providing them with answers by email and phone. Through an
advertisement on the internet she searches for people with similar experiences and questions. This brings her into contact with several people who
all share the same question: WHY Together they learn that women develop
the disease around their forties, whilst men are older, generally around fifty.
But still they cannot find an answer on their primary question @WHY ME
In return, though, Marga is happy she can contribute something to other
people’s lives. Together they learn from their experiences with how to cope
with their disease in their daily lives: @!H THAT MAN FEELS TIRED AS WELL HE LAYS
DOWN HE DOESNT USE THE MEDICATION BUT JUST RESTSx
Three years after her first incidents, in the fall of 2008, Marga manages
to slowly restart work: @) REMEMBER IT WELL IT WAS IN !UGUST AND ) WAS SITTING
IN THE TRAIN WHEN ) SAID TO MYSELF ) WILL WORK AGAIN 4HEY THOUGHT ME CRAZY
BUT ) WANTED TO BECAUSE CONTACT WITH COLLEAGUES IS VERY IMPORTANT TO ME Her
boss and colleagues support her in resuming work. She is allowed to take a
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break and come and go whenever she needs to. @) WAS PRESENT )T FELT THERA
PEUTIC TO JUST BIKE TO MY WORK DRINK A COFFEE TALK TO MY COLLEAGUES AND THEN GO
BACK HOME EVEN IF IT WAS FOR lFTEEN MINUTES
Now, five years later, she still works and has a relatively stable condition. Yet, a lot has changed for her. There now is a ‘life before’ and ‘life
after’ the cardiac incidents. Before, she was unhappily married to an irresponsible husband, and her life was hectic. In hindsight she realizes that her
strong desire to accomplish all kinds of things at the same time contributed
to the development of her illness. Feeling stressed was normal. Now she
makes time for herself, she knows she needs rest and she cannot accomplish everything at once. She lives a new life, in a new house and, despite
the impact of these changes, she feels at peace with herself and her situation. She is supported by her new partner: @4HIS IS MY TIME -Y FRIEND TELLS MY
CHILDREN @YOUR MOTHER IS LYING DOWN NOW TO REST DONT ASK ANY QUESTIONS THIS
IS HER HOUR NOW x OTHERWISE SHE WONT COPE

Phases of understanding
Marga stresses the importance of exploring the meaning of what happens to
her, of gathering medical knowledge and of sharing with others. In Marga’s
narrative, three aspects of understanding can be recognised. The kinds of
understanding, elaborated in hermeneutic philosophy, are presented in
Marga’s story. To us, the case is especially interesting, because it teaches us
that these kinds of understanding follow one another in consecutive phases,
building upon and strengthening each other. As to date, relatively few theoretical attention has been paid to the sequence of these steps in processes
of understanding. First, her understanding is related to existential questions.
Next, her understanding focuses on finding answers to more practical questions concerning her medical condition. Finally, her understanding becomes
shared, acknowledged and validated by her cardiologist. We will now go
into these phases of understanding in depth and relate them to theory.

0HASE ! -ARGAS UNDERSTANDING AS LEARNING TO RESPOND TO @STRANGENESS
Marga’s understanding evolves gradually and in phases. At first, Marga
relates to her condition as something exterior. At the beginning of her story,
she tells us: ‘I’m SUPPOSED to have a serious condition’. Marga does not seem
to acknowledge the presence of her condition. The disease is something
Marga cannot relate to, something ‘strange’. This strangeness can be seen in
her description of the experience of her first attack. She tells that she felt very
calm right after the cardiac incidents as if the news didn’t have any meaning (yet). A similar kind of ‘strangeness’ is present when the cardiologist
explains Marga’s children what is going on with their mother. Marga and he
try to reduce the strangeness of the situation by letting her children touch the
tubes and intravenous line that is attached to her. By doing this, she and her
cardiologist try to make her children familiar to the new situation.
Soon after Marga is discharged from the hospital and arrives home, she
struggles with another kind of strangeness that confronts her. This time, the
strangeness does not concern the (lack of) awareness of having a disease,
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but the existential question @WHY ME Initially she expects her cardiologist
to provide her with answers. She learns, however, that he can not answer
her question because according to the medical knowledge it is unclear who
develops cardiovascular spasm and who does not. The lack of meaning
causes a struggle, characterized by uncertainty and anxiety. Marga is moved
back and forth between her life as she knew it, and her experiences with a
rare disease. In this phase, Marga inhabits her world as an interpretive being who moves between familiarity and strangeness (Kerdeman, 1998). Her
understanding of her situation is not so much an ‘outcome’, but a process
or mode of being (Schwandt, 1999).
At certain moments, Marga is able to integrate the disease into her life,
and even to make use of her new experiences to reinterpret the past. This
can be seen when she finally understands that her intuition several years
earlier, when she felt severe pain in her chest, was actually right. At the
time, she immediately phoned her general practitioner, but he told her not to
worry. He assumed it was her chest muscle. The next day, her pain returned.
Again, examination did not clarify her situation and this left her felt misunderstood. When she actually suffered from a heart attack a year later, Marga
realized her suspicions had been right: @) HAVE HAD IT BEFORE 4HEY JUST DIDNT
BELIEVE ME BECAUSE ) WAS RELATIVELY YOUNG We may state she experiences
interpretive coherence (Schmid, 1998) and apprehends (Figal, 2004, p.3) her
challenging experiences. In this moment of understanding, she reaches a
(temporary) equilibrium between what is familiar and what is strange.

0HASE " UNDERSTANDING AS GAINING INSIGHT THROUGH ACQUIRING INFORMATION
Marga’s life changes considerably after the initial incidents. She divorces,
moves in with a new friend whom she eventually marries. In a way, she
adjusts her life to her new situation. Yet, the move, leads to a recurrence of
symptoms. This is the start of a new phase of understanding.. Marga’s questions become more focused on medical information and on how to integrate
her disease in her daily life. Questions she addresses are, for example @HOW
CAN ) LIVE A NORMAL LIFE WITH MY DISEASE @WHY AM ) ALWAYS TIRED AND WHAT ARE
THE CONSEQUENCES FOR MY WORK AND FAMILY and @WHAT ARE THE SIDE EFFECTS OF
MY MEDICINE She expects that answers on these questions will support her
in accepting her disease. In order to accept, she seeks to find answers by
searching for information through the internet and other written sources.
The main focus of her search is her need to deal with practical issues concerning how to cope with her disease on a daily basis. The internet becomes
a means for Marga to learn about her disease and get a grip on her medical
condition. It enhances her understanding of her disease both factually and
emotionally as it provides her with @A SENSE OF SECURITY The internet gives
her a sense of understanding and contributes towards her psychosocial
wellbeing by the reduction of uncertainty. Marga discovers that sharing experiences with others gives her peace. This has two possible reasons. Firstly,
it feels good to be able to contribute to other people’s lives. Secondly, she
recognizes something of herself in other people’s experiences. For example,
Marga learns that other people are as tired as she is, and that there are a
lot of women who developed the disease around their forties as well. She
recognizes something and this, we may say, ‘normalizes’ her situation.
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Marga not only reads the information concerning experiences of fellow
patients. She also applies it to her situation and by doing that, the information gains meaning. For example when she reads that most people with
coronary spasm have one spasmatic vessel. Initially she doesn’t know how
many of her vessels are spasmatic. She cannot discern what this means
for her health, prognosis and medicine. The new information brings to the
surface her preconceptions or the things she already knew about herself
and her disease. It evokes new questions and in the end, when she finds
answers, this contributes to her understanding. When Marga searches for
information or experiences of fellow patients through the internet, her
understanding is an ‘act of exegis’. She moves back and forth between the
newly found information as ‘text’. From a hermeneutical stance, we say she
enters a hermeneutical circle in order to make sense of the information.

0HASE # DIALOGICAL UNDERSTANDING AS VALIDATION OF AUTHORITY
Marga’s cardiologist knows her zest for information. Every time they meet,
he actively informs after her new findings. By doing this, he shows genuine interest. Consequently, they begin to share a common meaning. For
example, one day Marga reads about the side-effects of a drug she is taking
and recognizes it. She suffers from dizziness and wonders whether another,
new drug would have less side-effects. This would however change her
medicine cocktail, which is a subtly balanced mix. She shares this information with her cardiologist and together they deliberate on the consequences
of possible side-effects for her daily life. By sharing her newly found
information and her interpretations with her cardiologist, Marga enters a
dialogue. She is not an ‘agent’ seeking ‘intellectual control’ over the information (Taylor, 2002, p.280). Instead, she takes part in a process with her
cardiologist that is guided by ‘what is to be understood’ (Bernstein, 1983,
p.162). Hence, the outcome is not solely ‘her’ individual understanding, but
‘their’ joint understanding. Along the way, their common understanding of
the right mix of drugs in the context of her life develops.
We may say that gradually, as time moves on, a fusion of horizons takes
place. By collecting information which her healthcare professionals could
not provide, and then applying it in her contact with her cardiologist, Marga
enhances her understanding of the situation. The openness of her cardiologist to what she has to say supports this interpretive process. From Marga’s
case we learn about this third phase of understanding, which is dialogical and continuously changing due to the different questions patients and
professionals learn to ask themselves and each other (Widdershoven, 1999).
Hermeneutic understanding means extending one’s perspective, or broadening one’s horizon (Gadamer, 1975). From a hermeneutic perspective, the
broadening of one’s horizon ‘occurs’ in a process of question and answer,
in which both participants share their knowledge and understanding. ‘It is
no longer the will of the individual person, holding herself back or exposing
herself that is determinative. Rather, the law of the subject matter is at issue
in the dialogue (…)’ (ibid, 1975, p. 347).
Marga tells @) APPRECIATE IT A LOT THAT HE ;HER CARDIOLOGIST= UNDERSTANDS WHAT
) MEAN ALSO BECAUSE HE IS NOT AS FAMILIAR WITH THIS DISEASE AS ) AM We can
interpret this quote in two ways. First, the cardiologist’s understanding is
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directed towards what Marga brings into the conversation (her knowledge
and experiences) in the sense of APPREHENDING it. A second interpretation involves the cardiologist’s response and the effect it has on their relationship.
He responds positively to Marga’s input and this makes her feel understood.
He acknowledges and validates her point of view and her actions. This may
have supported the process of making her experiences and knowledge her
own !NEIGNUNG  From this, we may conclude that Marga’s understanding
means ‘being acknowledged’ in her authority as a genuine partner in her
treatment and recovery.
Gadamer pleas for a positive view on authority. He argues; ‘If the prestige of authority takes the place of one’s own judgment, then authority is in
fact a source of prejudices’ (1975, p.247). Authority provides a first understanding of what is at stake in a situation. A patient may accept that a clinician or nurse has more extensive knowledge, or has a better understanding. This does not preclude from a patients’ critical questioning or sharing
experiential knowledge. Marga accepts the knowledge of the cardiologist,
but also brings in her own views and experiences. She combines acceptance of authority and critical questioning naturally. Her acknowledgement
of the authority of her cardiologist contributes to her understanding: she
regards him as a competent and supportive doctor. Yet, she does not blindly
obey him. An example is her reaction when her chest pain returns. Her doctor informs her that generally, in the case of chest pains, patients should be
admitted immediately. He advises her to do so. Marga, however, prefers to
stay at home as long as possible. She knows her body and her condition,
she knows when it’s time to lay down and rest, and she knows when to use
medicine or not.
Marga’s experiential knowledge is in turn acknowledged by her cardiologist. For example when he actively informs after her newly found information. The fact that he invites her to share her insights, shows he values
them. Acknowledgement of her experiential knowledge occurs less automatically when he responds to her wish to stay at home, despite of symptoms of a new incident. He is surprised by her perspective, but in the end
trusts her ability to judge her own situation. Also in this event, he confirms
the validity of her decision. His judgement of her decisions and actions as
a patient express values like equality and inclusion. After some time, as he
gets to know Marga better, he perceives her as a competent person. Thus,
the relationship between Marga and her cardiologist includes space for
Marga’s experiential knowledge. She is being acknowledged and not overruled by general, law-like knowledge (Gadamer, 1960) or mechanisms of
power.
In her relationship with the cardiologist, Marga herself gets authority, as her
experiences are acknowledged as relevant and valid. Her authority is further
developed in contacts with fellow patients and contributions to the internet.
Experiential knowledge arises when personal experiences are consciously
or unconsciously transformed into a personal insight that enables a patient
to cope with individual illness and disability (Caron-Flinterman, 2005,
p.2576). From a hermeneutic stance, practical knowledge precedes theoretical knowledge, but is not opposed to it (Widdershoven, 1999). Instead, both
forms are related in a dialogical process of reflection.
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Conclusions and implications for practice
Understanding an illness experience can be regarded a learning process. The
case example illustrated the process of understanding is closely interwoven
with one’s history and lifeworld. Understanding is not static, but changing
and developing. The case we interpreted, learned that Marga’s understanding
has three phases. It evolves from meaning-making , directed towards relating
to the strangeness of illness in the context of her life, through acquiring medical and practical information about her disease, to coming to a shared understanding with her physician. The three phases are fluid and mingled. They
do not provide a stepwise method. Instead, they can help to interpret what is
happening when there is a rupture between the ill person and the world.
The phases of understanding which can be seen in Marga’s narrative,
could have implications for medical practices. The first is related to the
model of physician-patient relationships. The three phases of understanding reflect classical notions of the physician-patient relationship: from
paternalism (where the patient does not understand because of the strangeness), through informative (where the focus is on objective information), to
deliberative (focusing on shared decision making) (Emanuel and Emanuel,
1992). This shows that we might have to consider to combine models of
the physician-patient relationship in a certain order, making way for more
dialogical ways of interaction as the process of understanding unfolds.
In this case example, patient and physician cooperate. Their practice is a
mutual endeavour, a joint learning process. A recommendation for further research concerns the question how healthcare professionals can gain information about the needs of patients. Could they ‘discover’ the needs of patients?
Is it possible to ‘reveal’ needs? We pose this question, because the case illustrates that during the process of understanding, new themes and questions
arise, that direct the conversation or treatment process. Maybe needs are not
given, but created in the encounter itself (Widdershoven, 1999).
A requirement for a mutual dialogue is the acknowledgement of the
practical knowledge of the patient. This requires the physician to be open
and receptive. An open and receptive attitude can be stimulated by systematic self-evaluation and reflection (Widdershoven et al., 2009; Charon, 2008).
Dialogical ethics can support practices of (moral) reflection and self-evaluation. It is focused on fostering a dialogue between practitioners in healthcare settings in order to improve quality of care (Widdershoven et al., 2009).
It supports a process of mutual understanding between participants of the
setting. In this way, dialogical ethics may support physicians and patients in
working with the phases of understanding articulated in this paper.
Explicitly paying attention to phases of understanding may also enhance
the diagnostic process due to a better recognition of the patient’s dilemma’s
(Charon, 2001). Further research might explore the validity of the phases
of understanding in other contexts and among groups of patients with a
chronic illness. This may contribute to the conceptualization and practical
application of concepts like self-management, compliance and adherence
and shared decision making (Harding et al., 2008; Sandman et al., 2012).
*
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